THE JABRA PANACAST SERIES


Get ahead of the hybrid working movement with flexible video conferencing tools for every setup.

New technology for new ways of working

- Flexible working
- Driving productivity
- Enhancing collaboration

- 70% of leaders plan to make a portion of their workforce remote full-time.

- 60% of leaders state that productivity is their number 1 concern.

- Video meetings are 40% more productive compared to audio alone.


- Panoramic-4K video
- Flexible solutions
- Incredible audio

Outstanding high-definition video quality with added intelligence.

Unbelievable flexibility and technology that works for you, however you work.

World-leading sound capabilities from the experts in professional audio.

Jabra PanaCast
Meetings. Reinvented.

Video solutions purpose-built for today’s flexible workers. In the office. At home. Anywhere you work.

Find out more at jabra.com